SIGHT WORD SENTENCES
LIST 11
Just to recap:
1.

Once a child has learned how to spell the sight words in LIST 10, you can begin teaching him/her how
to write and read these sentences.

2. At this point, many children can work on 2-3 sentences per week. You can use one that is listed
here, plus two that you create based on words your student misspells in his/her free writing.
3.

The child should know how to spell all of the SIGHT WORDS in the sentence before moving onto the

4.

next sentence. The underline words DO NOT need to be spelled correctly to move on.
The underlined words can be replaced with different words to teach vocabulary.

5.

The word families are there to teach a specific spelling pattern.

“Do you think we have enough water?” James asked.

Vocabulary: nouns

Review “gh” = “f”, cough, enough, laugh, rough, tough,
“We’ll be all right,” Mr. Lee assured.

Vocabulary: Abbreviations

Focus on the period in abbreviations, Dr. Cpt. Gen. Mr. Mrs. Ms. Rev. Sgt. Det.
Mr. O’Neal says that safety most important.
Vocabulary: Abbreviations
Focus on the period in abbreviations, Dr. Cpt. Gen. Mr. Mrs. Ms. Rev. Sgt. Det.
The German Shepherd stopped to bury a bone, then disappeared.
Focus on capitalizing the names of different dog breeds.
This Friday, you have to name a song that has a good rhythm.
Focus on capitalizing days of the week.
We heard that it happened in Tampa, Florida.

Vocabulary: Cities/States

Focus on capitalizing names of cities and states and writing a comma in between.
What is the United States dollar worth in India?
Focus on capitalizing the names of countries.

Vocabulary: Countries

My family and I especially like Dunkin’ Donuts.

Vocabulary: Restaurants

Focus on capitalizing the names of restaurants.
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Let’s go straight there instead of stopping by Hoover Dam. Vocabulary: Landmarks
Focus on capitalizing the names of major landmarks.
I’d like to visit the Eiffel Tower, Taj Mahal and Colosseum. Vocabulary: Landmarks
Focus on adding a common in a series of nouns.
The dog was losing weight because of the pain in his mouth.
Vocabulary: aching, discomfort, inflammation, irritation, soreness, swelling, throbbing

We realized how necessary it is to brush a dog’s teeth. Vocabulary: animal’s
Focus on the apostrophe that shows possession, as in the word dog’s.
The veterinarian had to remove twelve teeth immediately.
Focus on spelling number words eleven to nineteen.
The temperature inside the restaurant was about seventy degrees.
Focus on spelling number words twenty to ninety-nine.
LEARNED WORDS:
all right
assured

enough
especially

most
mouth

stopping
straight

asked

family

realized

teeth

brush
bury

happened
heard

remove
responsible

temperature
veterinarian

degrees
disappeared
dollar

immediately
important
instead

restaurant
rhythm
safety

visit
weight
worth

courageous
encouraging

losing
necessary

song
stopped
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